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Errata history for PCI-X System Architecture, 1st Edition.

 

Change 
Date

Page Severity Description

 

3/12/01 109 Medium Affects both the print and ebook versions. Incorrect 
topic cross-reference.

3/12/01 234 Medium Affects only the ebook. PDF file generation bug 
caused reference to figure 14-1 to disappear.

3/12/01 456 Light Affects both the print and ebook versions. Consis-
tency error in numbering scheme. Reference to IDs 
07h-FFh were shown in decimal rather than hex.

3/12/01 481 Light Affects both the print and ebook versions. Replaced 
text under heading “What Use Is This Bit?”.

3/12/01 653 Medium Affects both the print and ebook versions. Author’s 
math incorrect (very embarrassing). “40ns” reference 
should be “45ns”.

10/2/02 63 Light Affects both the print and ebook versions. Text said 
“four topologies”, when it should have said “three 
topologies”.

10/2/02 93 Light Affects both the print and ebook versions. Text stated 
that PCI burst transactions were never performed, 
when, in fact, there’s at least one known case.

10/2/02 145 Critical Affects both the print and ebook versions. Text incor-
rectly stated that transaction would stop at end of cur-
rent block, when the initiator would actually 
disconnect on the next ADB.

10/2/02 150 Light Affects both the print and ebook versions. Added 
another example table entry at the request of a reader.

10/2/02 152 Light Affects both the print and ebook versions. Text incor-
rectly referenced the same paragraph.

9/2/03 652 Important Affects both the print and ebook versions. Text incor-
rectly stated that a 133MHz PCI-X device must sup-
port both 33 and 66MHz PCI operation.

9/2/03 290 Medium The last 2 bullet items on the page should be either/
or.
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Maximum Reliable Speed Verified by Design and Testing

 

Neither the PCI spec nor the PCI-X spec states the maximum number of devices
that may be placed on a PCI or PCI-X bus. This is because the system designer
must balance the targeted speed at which the bus will be run with the number
of embedded devices and connectors to be placed on the bus. The more loads
placed on the bus, the slower the bus must be run to ensure reliable operation.
A reliable bus population/bus speed combination must be verified by extensive
testing. As in PCI, each device is only allowed to place one load on each bus sig-
nal line. The mechanics of the pin/connector interface morphs a signal as it
traverses the interconnect. Each connector therefore counts as a load on the bus,
and the card installed in the connector applies an additional load per signal line.
In other words, each populated connector counts as two electrical loads on the
bus.

During the development of the PCI-X spec, Compaq Computer performed rig-
orous testing based on three PCI-X bus topologies. These were considered to be
the most popular topologies and are listed in Table 4-3 on page 64.

0 x Least-capable device(s) is a 
66MHz PCI-X device (PCIX-
CAP is mid-range). At least 
one card has grounded 
M66EN, indicating it only 
supports 33MHz PCI. Bus 
will run at 50-66MHz using 
the PCI-X protocol.

0 x The least-capable card(s) is a 
33MHz (M66EN is grounded) 
PCI device (PCIXCAP is 
grounded). Bus will run at 
33MHz using the PCI proto-
col.

 

Table 4-2: Source Bridge’s Interpretation of PCIXCAP and M66EN (Continued)

 

M66EN

PCIXCAP

Bus Frequency and Protocol
Logic 
High

Mid-
Range

Logic 
Low
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Configuration Read and Write Commands

 

The Configuration Read and Write commands are used to access a function’s
configuration registers. Hypothetically, in PCI the Configuration Read and
Write commands can be used to perform burst Configuration reads or writes. In
reality, however, they have only been implemented to transfer single Configura-
tion dwords or a subset thereof (in fairness, one rare case has been reported to
the author). The PCI-X spec is therefore just recognizing reality in only permit-
ting single Data Phase configuration transactions.

For a detailed description of the Configuration Read and Write commands, refer
to:

• “Configuration Read and Write Transactions” on page 234.
• Chapter 20, entitled "Configuration Transactions," on page 425.

 

Interrupt Acknowledge Command

 

Refer to Figure 6-2 on page 94. The Interrupt Acknowledge command is issued
by the Host/PCIX Bridge (see Figure 6-2 on page 94) to read the interrupt vector
from the interrupt controller and deliver it to the processor. The interrupt vector
can be between one byte and four bytes in length and can therefore be read in a
single Data Phase transaction.

For a detailed description of the Interrupt Acknowledge command, refer to
“Interrupt Acknowledge Command” on page 234.
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A detailed description of target issuance of a Single Data Phase Disconnect can
be found in “Target Issues Single Data Phase Disconnect” on page 297.

Disconnect At Next ADB

The following are reasons why a target might issue a Disconnect At Next ADB
to the initiator:

• During a memory write transaction, the Completer accepts one or more
blocks of write data, but is then approaching a temporary buffer full condi-
tion. It issues a Disconnect At Next ADB to the initiator to force a disconnect
on the upcoming block boundary.

• A bridge may begin to accept memory write data into its posted-memory
write buffer, but as its buffer approaches a buffer full condition it issues a
Disconnect At Next ADB to the initiator. This forces the initiator to discon-
nect at the upcoming block boundary.

• A target that issued a Split Response earlier in time will later initiate a Split
Completion transaction to return the previously requested read data or a
write completion notification message. A bridge that is acting as the target
in the return path to the request originator (i.e., the Requester) may not
have reserved sufficient buffer space for all of the data and, as it approaches
a buffer full condition, will issue a Disconnect At Next ADB to the initiator
of the Split Completion transaction.

A detailed description of Disconnect At Next ADB can be found in “Target
Issues Disconnect At Next ADB” on page 299.

Split Response

Definition

If a target receives a transaction request (other than a memory write) wherein it
will take longer than 16 clocks from the assertion of FRAME# before the target
can start transferring data, the target memorizes the request and issues a Split
Response to the initiator. This instructs the initiator to move the request to its
Split Transaction Queue and suspend it. Inherent in the Split Response is the
promise that the target will initiate a Split Completion transaction at a later time
to pick up the thread of that transaction.

A detailed description of Split Response can be found in “Target Issues a Split
Response” on page 308.
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A block consists of 128 bytes (32 dwords). Assuming 32-bit transfers, it therefore
takes 32 clock cycles to transfer one block.

Assuming that the initiator loses its GNT# during its timeslice, the timeslice
expires 64d clocks into the transaction. Subtracting three clock cycles (64 - 3 =
61) to account for the Address Phase, the Attribute Phase, and the best-case, sin-
gle-clock Response Phase, 61d dwords are transferred before the timeslice
expires. However, after preemption and upon expiration of its timeslice, the ini-
tiator must yield the bus on the next block boundary (or the one after that if less
than four data phases from the upcoming ADB). 61d dwords have already been
transferred; a total of 244 bytes of data. The next block boundary would be three
dwords later for a total of 256 bytes transferred. Since it is less than four data
phases from the upcoming block boundary, the initiator would not disconnect
on the imminent boundary, but rather the one after that. As the initiator
approaches the next block boundary, it issues a Disconnect At Next ADB to the
target. They end the transaction upon completion of that block transfer.

If the example assumed 64-bit transfers, twice as much data could have been
transferred.
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Table 11-2: Some Example Start Address/Byte Enable Combinations in IO Read, IO Write, and 
Memory Read Dword Transactions

 

Start Byte 
Address Issued 

in Address 
Phase (hex)

BE#[3:0] in 
Attribute 

Phase
Comment

 

00000100h 0000b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing all four 
locations in the IO dword consisting of locations 
00000100h through 00000103h.

00000100h 0011b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing the last 
two locations (102h and 103h) in the IO dword 
consisting of locations 00000100h - 00000103h.

00000101h 0001b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing the last 
three locations (00000101h through 00000103) in 
the IO dword consisting of locations 00000100h 
through 00000103h.

00000101h 0000b Invalid combination. Initiator is addressing IO 
address 00000101h in the Address Phase, but has 
asserted BE#[0] in the Attribute Phase (which cor-
responds to IO address 00000100h). It means the 
initiator lied in the Address Phase when it said it 
was starting at IO address 00000101h.

00000102h 0011b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing the last 
two locations in the IO dword consisting of loca-
tions 00000100h through 00000103h.

00000103h 0111b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing only the 
last location in the IO dword consisting of loca-
tions 00000100h through 00000103h.

00000100h 0110b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing the first 
and last locations in the IO dword consisting of 
locations 00000100h through 00000103h.

00000102h 1111b Valid combination. Initiator is addressing location 
0000102h in the Address Phase, but has no Byte 
Enables asserted in the Attribute Phase.
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Memory Read Dword Command

 

The Memory Read Dword command is used to read a single dword or a subset
thereof from memory-mapped IO ports (i.e., a device’s control/status/data reg-
isters mapped into memory space rather than memory space).

The settings on C/BE#[3:0] identify which locations in the memory dword are
to be read. For a detailed description of the Memory Read Dword transaction,
refer to “IO Read and Memory Read Dword” on page 216.

 

Start Address and Byte Enable Format

 

Start Address Is Byte-Aligned. 

 

The start address format issued in the
Memory Read Dword transaction is the same as that issued in an IO trans-
action. See “Start Address Is Byte-Aligned” on page 152 for a detailed
description.

 

Byte Enable Usage. 

 

The Byte Enable usage in the Memory Read Dword
transaction is the same as for an IO transaction. See “Byte Enable Usage” on
page 149 for a detailed description.

 

Transaction With No Byte Enables Asserted. 

 

A Memory Read Dword
transaction may be issued with no Byte Enables asserted (as is the case for
an IO transaction). See “IO Transaction With No Byte Enables Asserted” on
page 149 for a detailed description.

 

Target Response to a Memory Read Dword Access

 

General. 

 

The device that acts as the target (i.e., it asserts DEVSEL# to claim
the transaction) of the Memory Read Dword transaction could be a simple,
non-bridge IO target (in other words, it is the Completer and resides on the
same bus as the Requester). Alternately, the device acting as the target could
be a PCI-X bridge claiming the transaction. The next two sections discuss
both of these possible cases.

 

Completer Handling of a Memory Read Dword Access. 

 

The Compl-
eter can handle the transaction in one of two ways:

• If it can perform the read within 16 clocks from the assertion of
FRAME#, the Completer can complete the transaction immediately by
asserting TRDY# and providing the read data.
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Configuration Read and Write Transactions

A complete description of the PCI-X Configuration Read and Write transactions
can be found in Chapter 20, entitled "Configuration Transactions," on page 425.

Interrupt Acknowledge Command

Background on the Interrupt Acknowledge command can be found in “Inter-
rupt Acknowledge Command” on page 154. Figure 14-6 on page 235 is an
example Interrupt Acknowledge transaction. Essentially, it is a read performed
by the Host/PCIX bridge to obtain the interrupt vector from the interrupt con-
troller. The vector is then passed back to the processor. Assuming it is an x86
processor, C/BE#[0] is asserted in the Attribute Phase to indicate that the Host/
PCIX bridge is requesting the one-byte vector to be delivered on Data Path 0
(AD[7:0]) in the Data Phase.

Other than the following differences, this transaction is identical to the IO Read
or Memory Read dword example described in Figure 14-1 on page 220:

Figure 14-5: IO Write, Decode C, Two Wait States
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Initiator Termination Due to Connection Timeout

 

This subject is covered in “The Response Phase: Connecting With the Target” on
page 210.

 

Termination By the Target

 

Target Abort

 

Target Abort Is Always Fatal

 

Reception of a Target Abort always forces the initiator to terminate the transac-
tion and the transaction will not be repeated.

 

Some Reasons Target Issues Target Abort

 

Broken Target. 

 

If a target is broken and unable to transfer data, it may
indicate this by issuing a Target Abort to the master.

 

IO Addressing Error. 

 

The byte enable combination is not one supported
by the target (in other words, it doesn’t “own” all of the addressed locations
within the current dword). For more information, refer to “IO Read and
Write Commands” on page 149.

 

Address Phase Parity Error. 

 

If a target appears to be addressed in a
transaction but there is a Address Phase parity error, the target may end the
transaction by issuing a Target Abort to the master (in addition to asserting
SERR#).

 

Initiator’s and Target’s Response to Target Abort

 

In response to a Target Abort, the initiator and target take the following actions:

• The initiator sets the 

 

Received Target Abort bit

 

 in its Status register.
• The target sets the 

 

Signaled Target Abort bit

 

 in its Status register.
• One of the following:

• The initiator generates an 

 

interrupt

 

 to alert its related device driver to
check its status, or 

• The initiator generates 

 

SERR#

 

 (assuming the initiator’s  SERR# Enable
bit is set to one in its PCI configuration Command register).
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Figure 21-3: General Format of New Capability Registers Sets

Table 21-1: Currently Assigned Capability IDs

ID Description

00h Reserved.

01h PCI Power Management Interface. Refer to the Power Management chap-
ter in MindShare’s book entitled PCI System Architecture, Fourth Edition
(published by Addison-Wesley).

02h AGP. Refer to the MindShare book entitled AGP System Architecture, Sec-
ond Edition (published by Addison-Wesley).

03h VPD. Refer to the description in MindShare’s book entitled PCI System
Architecture, Fourth Edition (published by Addison-Wesley).

04h Slot Identification. This capability identifies a bridge that provides
external expansion capabilities (i.e., an expansion chassis containing add-
in card slots). Full documentation of this feature can be found in the revi-
sion 1.1 PCI-to-PCI Bridge Architecture Specification. For a detailed descrip-
tion, refer to the topics entitled Introduction To Chassis/Slot Numbering
Registers and Chassis and Slot Number Assignment in MindShare’s book enti-
tled PCI System Architecture, Fourth Edition (published by Addison-Wes-
ley).

05h Message Signaled Interrupts. Refer to the topic entitled Message Signaled
Interrupts (MSI) in MindShare’s book entitled PCI System Architecture,
Fourth Edition (published by Addison-Wesley).

06h CompactPCI Hot Swap. Refer to the topic entitled CompactPCI and PMC in
MindShare’s book entitled PCI System Architecture, Fourth Edition (pub-
lished by Addison-Wesley).

07h Reserved in 2.2 PCI spec, but ID 07h was subsequently assigned to PCI-X
devices.

08h-FFh Reserved in 2.2 PCI.

Capability ID
Pointer to

Next CapabilityFeature-specific
Configuration Registers

0781531 16

Dword n

Dword 1

Dword 0
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Device Complexity

• Read-Only bit.

General. The Device Complexity bit indicates whether this function is a
simple device or a bridge device.

• 0 = simple device
• 1 = bridge device

The spec dictates a set of rules governing transaction ordering by simple
devices as well as a set of rules governing under what circumstances a sim-
ple device is permitted to reject a transaction (i.e., issue a Retry or a Discon-
nect).

What Use Is This Bit? The author asked the spec writers this question,
but they couldn’t really think of how it might be useful. It has subsequently
occurred to the author that it could be useful during compliance testing as
its state defines the set of ordering rules that the function must comply
with.

Definition of a Simple Device. Refer to Figure 21-19 on page 483. A
simple device is one that does not implement internal posting of memory
write transactions that must be initiated by the device on the PCI-X inter-
face. Assume that the local CPU in the figure starts execution of a memory
write instruction that causes it to initiate a memory write going outbound
towards a memory target on the PCI-X bus. The CPU cannot complete its
internally generated memory write transaction until the transaction has
been initiated on the PCI-X bus and a target has accepted the write data.
Only then can the local CPU move on and begin execution of its next
instruction.

Rules Governing Behavior of a Simple Device. The following rules
govern the behavior of a simple PCI-X device (they are numbered for ease
of reference):

1. As in conventional PCI, simple PCI-X devices are never allowed to
make the acceptance of a transaction when acting as the target (with the
exception of Split Completions) contingent upon the prior completion
of another transaction acting as an initiator.

2. A simple PCI-X device is never allowed to make the completion of a
Sequence for which it is the Completer contingent upon another device
completing a Sequence for which the simple device is the Requester.
That is, a simple PCI-X device that has terminated a transaction with
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Most Parameters Tighter Than PCI

 

Many of the timing and design parameters specified for 66 and 133MHz PCI-X
operation are tighter than those specified for a PCI bus implementation. Rather
than attempt to highlight all of those differences here, the reader is urged to
study the comparison tables and figures in the electrical portion of the specifica-
tion. The spec writers listed the 33MHz PCI, 66MHz PCI, 66MHz PCI-X, and
133MHz PCI-X characteristics in side-by-side comparison tables and also super-
imposed the PCI-X output high and output low driver I/V curves over the PCI
curves.

 

Maximum Number of Loads and Connectors on Bus

 

As discussed in “Maximum Reliable Speed Verified by Design and Testing” on
page 63, the system designer engages in strenuous testing to establish the maxi-
mum speed at which a bus may be reliably run.

 

Cards Keyed as 3.3 Volt or Universal Cards

 

PCI-X add-in cards must be keyed as 3.3V cards or as Universal cards. For detail
on add-in card keying, refer to the chapter entitled 

 

Add-In Cards and Connectors

 

in the MindShare book 

 

PCI System Architecture, Fourth Edition

 

 (published by
Addison-Wesley).

 

133MHz PCI-X Device Optionally Supports 66MHz PCI

 

The spec dictates that 133Mhz-capable PCI-X devices must support 33MHz
operation and may optionally support 66MHz PCI operation. A 66MHz-capable
PCI-X device must support 33MHz PCI, and may optionally support 66MHz
PCI.

 

Add-In Card Trace Lengths

 

The add-in card trace length specifications in the PCI-X spec differ from those in
the PCI 2.2 spec in the following manner:

• In the 2.2 PCI spec, no minimum trace length is specified for the signals
associated with the lower half of the bus. The PCI-X spec calls out a mini-
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mum trace length of 0.75 inches. This was added to give the system board
designer a more accurate idea of the minimum trace lengths on each card.
To ensure proper operation of the reflective wave bus, this is important
when performing trace length budgeting.

• The 2.2 PCI spec called out no minimum trace length and a maximum trace
length of 2.0 inches for the 64-bit extension signals on an add-in card. PCI-X
adds a minimum trace length of 1.75 inches (to facilitate system board trace
length budgeting). It has also extended the maximum trace length to 2.75
inches. While this technically makes PCI-X non-compliant with the PCI
spec, it was necessary because many designers found it difficult to impossi-
ble to meet the 2.0 inch maximum specified in the PCI spec.

• While the PCI spec does not specify a minimum or a maximum for the
length of the RST# trace on the add-in card, the PCI-X spec dictates a mini-
mum length of 0.75 inches and a maximum length of 3.0 inches. This was
done to ensure that the initialization pattern and REQ64# remain stable for
the appropriate time after the rising-edge of RST#.

Initialization Pattern Setup/Hold Time

General
The Source Bridge must ensure that the initialization pattern is stable for a min-
imum of 10 clock cycles prior to the removal of RST# and that the pattern is held
on the bus for no longer than 50ns (it can be any value between 0 and 50ns).

Trhff Must Be Taken Into Account

The PCI 2.2 spec dictates that the Source Bridge must ensure that no initiator
starts a transaction for a minimum of five clock cycles after the removal of RST#.
This time interval is referred to as Trhff (Time from RST# high to first FRAME#
assertion) and is guaranteed by designing the arbiter within the Source Bridge
so that no initiator is granted ownership during this time interval.

At a clock speed of 133MHz, each clock cycle is 7.5ns in duration. Five clock
cycles is therefore 37.5ns, while six clock cycles would be 45ns in duration. If the
arbiter is designed to grant bus ownership to a requesting initiator within five
or six clocks after RST# is removed, the Source Bridge must make sure that it
limits the initialization pattern hold time to less than this period. The following
must also be taken into account:




